
Researchers from the Army’s corporate research laboratory recent-
ly participated in a live panel on developing and retaining talented 
professionals within the Department of Defense. https://www.army.
mil/article/246383
           
           

For future Army battlefields, the ability to maintain and control large 
amounts of energy will help Soldiers achieve technological superior-
ity over their adversaries. https://www.army.mil/article/246131
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Stopping bleeding saves lives on the battlefield
A new medical technology stops traumatic bleeding without requir-
ing wound compression for Soldiers on the battlefield. Hemorrhag-
ing is a leading cause of preventable death for Soldiers in combat. 
https://www.army.mil/article/245725
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Army researchers make step toward lighter armor
Army researchers contributed to the development of lighter armored 
vehicles for Soldiers with new computational and theoretical mod-
els. https://www.army.mil/article/246031

New research offers immense energy storage possibilities

Army researchers lead panel on equity, diversity, inclusion
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Army hosts global AI, machine learning event

 Army chief scientist announces retirement

Artificial intelligence agreement to advance Army modernization efforts

Similarity of legs, wheels, tracks suggests target for energy-efficient robots

U.S. Army researchers hosted an artificial intelligence and machine learning event May 4 that 
garnered the attendance and attention of hundreds of researchers. https://www.army.mil/arti-
cle/246398

Army researchers met with Fort Hood leaders to initiate a formalized relationship with Soldiers 
and help to steer the development of future, game-changing technology. https://www.army.mil/
article/246632

Dr. Philip Perconti, the deputy assistant secretary of the Army for research and technology and 
Army chief scientist announced he will retire from federal civil service May 28, 2021. https://
www.army.mil/article/246469

The U.S. Army plans to cooperate in artificial intelligence research with teams led by the Uni-
versity of Maryland, College Park and in partnership with the University of Maryland, Baltimore 
County. https://www.army.mil/article/246582/

A new formula from Army scientists is leading to new insights on how to build an energy-effi-
cient legged teammate for dismounted warfighters. https://www.army.mil/article/246628

Army lab identifies Soldier touch point opportunities with Fort Hood
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